INTRODUCTION
============

Modern light sources rely on the efficient coupling between charge carriers and electromagnetic fields at length scales at which quantum effects dominate ([@R1], [@R2]). With advancing miniaturization of photonic devices reaching the single-molecule level ([@R3]--[@R5]), it is essential to understand how charge injection affects the luminescence mechanisms at the nanoscale ([@R6]). When the size of optoelectronic devices approaches the limit of a single quantum system, two main electroluminescence mechanisms dominate ([@R7]). First, radiative decay of electron-hole bound states (excitons) rules the electroluminescence properties of molecules ([@R8], [@R9]), quantum dots ([@R10], [@R11]), and bulk semiconductors ([@R12], [@R13]). Second, coupling between collective oscillations of electrons (plasmons) and free-propagating photons rules the optoelectronic properties of metallic nanoparticles, nanostructures, and nanocavities ([@R14]--[@R16]).

The mechanisms behind photon generation by charge carriers and the interplay between charges, excitons, and plasmons are still the subject of ongoing research. When two metallic nanostructures are separated by less than a nanometer, charge carriers can tunnel between them and alter the electromagnetic modes of the associated cavity ([@R17]). Tunnel junctions to which a sufficiently high bias voltage is applied can emit light due to current-induced plasmon excitation with typical decay times below a picosecond ([@R18], [@R19]). In contrast, excitons formed at biased molecular junctions have significantly longer radiative lifetimes of typically around a nanosecond ([@R20]). Coincidentally, in a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tunnel junction operated with picoampere to nanoampere currents, the average time interval between consecutive tunneling charge carriers ranges from nanoseconds to a few picoseconds. Experimental information about the influence of the carrier injection rate on light emission is extremely sparse ([@R21]). Further in-depth investigation of the role of the injection dynamics on excitons and plasmons is thus crucial to master the optoelectronic mechanisms operating at the atomic scale.

Here, we show that exciton and plasmon generation can be controlled at the scale of individual molecules in C~60~ films. By benefitting from the different dynamics of excitons and plasmons, we are able to electronically tune their luminescence and produce combined photon emission sources, which we term "bimodal." To precisely control the carrier injection rates, we avoid complex nanoparticle device geometries and make use of precision scanning probe microscopy. We use a sharp gold tip acting as an atomically-localized current source and as an optical antenna coupling electromagnetic radiation from the near to the far field. Exploiting the spatial localization and the defined energy of molecular orbitals, we are able to identify the two charge carrier paths responsible for the two components of the bimodal spectrum. Hole injection and charge trapping at defects induce exciton formation and slow radiative decay. Electron transport through inelastic tunneling processes leads to fast energy transfer to plasmon modes of the nanocavity. By varying the vertical distance and the position of the STM tip on the C~60~ surface, we tune the exciton and plasmon contributions in the optical spectrum and demonstrate full control of this bimodal light source.

RESULTS
=======

In [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, we present an STM image of a C~60~ film in which the topography has been overlaid with its photon intensity map. Solid C~60~ is a wide-bandgap organic semiconductor, whose valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB) are derived from the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), respectively. For films with five (or more) monolayers grown on coinage metal surfaces, applying a voltage bias, *U*, below −2.7 V induces electroluminescence in the visible and near-infrared range ([@R22]--[@R24]). This minimum thickness ensures that the top layers of C~60~ being probed are decoupled from the metal. The color scale in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the luminescence intensity, *P*, measured while rastering the STM tip at constant voltage (*U* = −3 V) and constant current (*I* = 20 pA). *P* is the number of photons per second detected by a spectrally integrating photon counter. Most of the C~60~ surface shows very low photon intensities (dark terraces in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the C~60~ terraces with a height of five or more monolayers exhibit weak homogeneous luminescence with intensities around 200 to 400 photons/s (red terraces in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The optical spectrum of this "background" (BKG) luminescence is shown in dark red in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. A broad emission band of ca. 200 nm spectral width demonstrates its plasmonic origin ([@R6]). Embedded among this BKG luminescence are a few regions of several nanometers in diameter with high photon intensities---up to 5000 detected photons/s. One of these regions marked as an "emission center" (EC) is indicated by an arrow in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The electroluminescence spectrum obtained when current is injected at this position is shown in orange in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; it is dominated by a sharp line at 740 nm with a vibrational progression extending toward longer wavelengths. In addition, the broadband BKG luminescence is still present in the spectrum, revealing the bimodal character of the electroluminescence. The highly localized sharp spectral line (see yellow spectrum in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) originates from exciton recombination in structural and orientational crystal defects in the C~60~ film (see the Supplementary Materials) ([@R22]). Only charge injection near these defects results in charge trapping and exciton formation ([@R20], [@R25]). To trace the origin of each type of luminescence, we performed a thorough nanoscale optoelectronic characterization of the films.

![Overview of STM-induced electroluminescence on C~60~ thin films.\
(**A**) Pseudo--three-dimensional topographic STM image of the C~60~ surface overlaid with the simultaneously obtained electroluminescence photon map. The C~60~ film exhibits a three-dimensional growth mode on the atomically flat Ag(111) metallic substrate. The top terraces exhibit a homogeneous BKG luminescence (red-colored terraces). In addition, ECs of nanometer extension with different intensities (yellow-colored regions) appear scattered over the surface. Arrows indicate the positions of an EC and a terrace with BKG luminescence. Image size, 150 nm × 150 nm. kcts, kilocounts. (**B**) Typical optical spectra of the exciton (top), bimodal (middle), and plasmon (bottom) luminescence mechanisms. The data were recorded under conditions optimized for each case and were rescaled to make them comparable (*U* = −3.0 V and *I* = 100 pA).](aap8349-F1){#F1}

We begin our analysis by studying the luminescence from ECs. In our previous work on STM-induced luminescence (STML), we found that crystal defects serve as charge traps and efficient radiative decay regions due to the relaxation of the symmetry-forbidden transition of the lowest energy S~1~ exciton of solid C~60~ to the ground state ([@R22]). Using Hanbury Brown--Twiss interferometry, we moreover revealed that ECs exhibit single photon emission ([@R20]). [Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a photon map of a typical EC recorded in constant height scanning mode. Generally, the photon intensity on ECs is maximum on a central molecule (or group of molecules) and radially decays over nanometer distances ([@R22]). We imaged the frontier electronic states by recording differential conductance (d*I*/d*U*) maps in constant height mode. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (A and C) shows the d*I*/d*U* measurements that directly represent the local density of states (LDOS) of the CB and the VB, respectively. The LDOS of individual C~60~ molecules at the surface can be imaged with submolecular resolution. Comparing the d*I*/d*U* maps and the photon map, we find a positive correlation between the LDOS of the VB ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and the generation of light on the central molecules of the ECs ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that hole injection into the VB is responsible for the C~60~ luminescence. This mechanism of excitonic luminescence is illustrated in the energy diagram in [Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The sharp spectral lines observed on ECs are the result of hole injection from the STM tip into the hole trap, located energetically close to the VB of C~60~ followed by electron trapping, exciton formation, and subsequent radiative recombination ([@R20], [@R25]).

![Characterization of luminescence processes on an EC and on a BKG region.\
(**A**) LDOS map of the C~60~ CB in the vicinity of an EC on Ag(111), constant height; voltage applied between tip and sample, *U* = 1.2 V. (**B**) Luminescence versus current function, *P*(*I*), measured on an EC, *U* = −3.0 V. A sublinear dependence is observed. (**C**) LDOS map of the VB in the vicinity of an EC, constant height, *U* = −3.0 V. (**D**) Constant height photon map of an EC. The molecules with the highest luminescence intensity are marked by white dashed circles to emphasize the similarity with the VB map (C). Color scale, 0 to 16 kcts/s. (**E**) Schematic energy diagram of STM-induced excitonic luminescence on C~60~ films. (**F**) LDOS map of the CB of a C~60~ film on Au(111) with BKG emission, constant height, *U* = 1.5 V. (**G**) *P*(*I*) for BKG luminescence showing a linear dependence of intensity on current, *U* = −3.0 V. (**H**) LDOS map of the VB of a BKG surface region, constant height, *U* = −3.1 V. (**I**) Constant height photon map of a BKG surface region. The molecules with the highest luminescence intensity are marked by white dashed circles to emphasize the similarity with the CB map (F). Color scale, 0 to 23 kcts/s. (**J**) Schematic energy diagram of STM-induced plasmonic luminescence on C~60~ films. All STM and photon maps have dimensions of 5 nm × 5 nm.](aap8349-F2){#F2}

An equivalent analysis of the BKG luminescence and the comparison between the LDOS and photon maps reveals the second light emission mechanism. A constant height photon map of the BKG light obtained on a C~60~ terrace is shown in [Fig. 2I](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. In contrast to ECs, the photon count rate is comparatively homogeneous across the entire terrace, with an area extending over a few molecules having slightly higher intensities. Once again, the frontier orbital--derived bands are studied in real space. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (F and H) shows the surface LDOS of the CB and VB, respectively. For BKG luminescence, the photon map obtained at *U* = −3.1 V is correlated with the LDOS of the CB. Because C~60~ molecules can exhibit a large variety of orientations at the interface, the LDOS in the CB and VB can vary. C~60~ molecules exhibiting a stronger signal on the d*I*/d*U* map measured at *U* = +1.5 V appear with higher photon intensity at negative bias voltage \[see white dashed circles in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (F and I)\]. This correlation between the LDOS and the photon map demonstrates that electrons tunneling from the CB to the STM tip are responsible for the BKG luminescence. The mechanism in [Fig. 2J](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the origin of the broad spectral band observed on the C~60~ surface. At high negative voltages and sufficient film thickness, tip-induced band bending ([@R26]) pulls the edge of the C~60~ CB below the Fermi level of the surface. Electrons can then be injected from the substrate to the C~60~ CB and tunnel inelastically to the continuum of states in the tip. The energy loss of tunneling electrons can then be transferred to nanocavity plasmon modes leading to light emission in the far field ([@R27]).

The results show that positive charge carriers (holes) injected and trapped into defect states of the VB control exciton emission, whereas negative charge carriers (electrons) injected from the substrate into the CB and extracted by the tip control plasmonic luminescence. This permits the coexistence of the two electroluminescence mechanisms on some regions of the C~60~ films. In the following, we will show how to control the ratio between both light emission channels by two complementary routes: by varying the real-space injection point and by varying the tunneling current.

The two mechanisms are reflected in the luminescence intensity (*P*) as a function of tunneling current (*I*). [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (B and G) shows *P*(*I*) curves obtained on an EC and on BKG light, respectively. They have been measured while ensuring that the tip status remained unchanged for both measurements. As described previously, for low currents, the excitonic photon yield on ECs is higher than that of BKG luminescence. However, the most striking observation is the nonlinearity of the excitonic luminescence intensity as a function of current ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This behavior is qualitatively different from the linear relation measured for plasmonic luminescence ([Fig. 2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, we thus show that *P*(*I*) curves can be used as a means to distinguish the two involved channels, which is one central finding of our study. The sublinear rise of luminescence intensity on the ECs can be described by a rate constant model for charge injection and recombination extended by exciton-charge annihilation. The quenching of excitons with charges has been found from exciton lifetime measurements as a function of current ([@R20]). In our model, an EC in the ground state can trap a hole injected from the tip and then capture an electron from the substrate to form an exciton. This exciton can then decay via photon emission or interact with a passing charge and is then quenched (see the Supplementary Materials for details of the model). The excitonic light intensity, *P*~ex~, depends on the tunneling current as$$\mathit{P}_{\text{ex}}(\mathit{I}) = \eta\frac{\alpha\mathit{I}}{\alpha\mathit{I}\tau_{X} + (\mathit{e} + \alpha\mathit{I}\tau_{C})\left( 1 + \frac{\beta\mathit{I}\tau_{X}}{\mathit{e}} \right)}$$where *e* is the elementary charge, α is the hole trapping efficiency, τ~C~ is the time for an electron to be captured by a trapped hole, τ~X~ is the exciton lifetime, β is the exciton-charge annihilation efficiency, and η is the experimental detection probability including all losses occurring between exciton decay and photon detection. Estimating τ~X~ ≈ 1 ns, τ~C~ ≈ 1 ns, and η ≈ 10^−4^ (see the Supplementary Materials), one can use *P*~ex~(*I*) to fit the trapping (α) and exciton-charge annihilation (β) probabilities. At low current, the average time interval between injected charges, τ~tunnel~ = *e*/*I*, is larger than τ~X~, and the probability of quenching an exciton by a charge is negligible. Thus, trapping is the dominant factor for luminescence, and hence, α is given by the initial slope of the *P*~ex~(*I*) curve at low current. At currents above 160 pA, τ~tunnel~ is smaller than τ~X~. Exciton quenching by charges then becomes important, which leads to a reduction of the exciton lifetime ([@R20]). In this high current regime, deviations from linearity in *P*~ex~(*I*) are accounted for by a nonzero β value.

We make use of the *P*(*I*) dependence to study the smooth transition from the electron-controlled plasmonic luminescence to the hole-controlled excitonic light seen on ECs. In [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we present a series of measurements performed while laterally approaching an EC. [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} schematically illustrates the experiment. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (B and C) shows the constant current topography and photon map along the path toward the EC. Optical spectra and *P*(*I*) measurements are presented in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (D and E, respectively). The five measurements in each graph are color-coded (red to yellow), and the surface position of the tip during data acquisition is marked by circles in [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. When moving toward an EC, there is an evolution from a broadband spectrum to one dominated by a sharp line. In parallel, the slope of *P*(*I*) near *I* ≈ 0 increases, and a sublinear behavior develops at higher currents. Both sets of measurements demonstrate achieving a controlled transition from a purely plasmonic luminescence to one dominated by excitonic emission (for details of the fits in [Fig. 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, see the Supplementary Materials). Very recently, Imada *et al*. ([@R28]) and Zhang *et al*. ([@R29]) have independently studied the interaction between a plasmonic mode and an individual phthalocyanine (Pc) molecule by STML. They measured the emission spectrum in the vicinity of the Pc molecule adsorbed on NaCl and observed an abrupt change in the luminescence spectra from one dominated by a broad plasmonic band to one dominated by a sharp line within less than 2 Å when approaching the chromophore laterally. Fano-shaped features appeared in the broad plasmonic spectra, which was evidence for energy exchange between plasmons and molecular excitons. The abrupt change to a line-dominated spectrum was attributed to the opening of an excitonic channel on top of the molecules where charge carriers were injected into the highly localized molecular orbitals. In contrast, C~60~ ECs exhibit a continuous transition between the two luminescence mechanisms because positive and negative charge carriers, as well as excitons, can propagate laterally through the spatially extended electronic band structure of the crystalline film. Although plasmon-exciton coupling may still occur in C~60~ films, its manifestation as a Fano feature is not apparent in our experiments. This may be due to the fact that the two emission channels in our study are not phase-coupled because they are driven by two different transport channels.

![Bimodal electroluminescence by position-controlled mixing.\
(**A**) Schematic representation of the experiment presented in (B) to (E). The STM tip approaches an EC laterally at constant current and voltage. (**B**) Constant current STM topography of the investigated surface area of a film grown on Au(111); four C~60~ molecules are imaged 1.5 nm × 4 nm, *U* = −3.3 V, *I* = 50 pA. (**C**) Constant current photon map obtained simultaneously with (B). The five positions of the measurements in (D) and (E) are marked and color-coded. (**D**) Optical spectra obtained on the positions marked in (C). A transition from a broad to a line-dominated spectrum is observed from bottom to top. (**E**) Luminescence versus current function, *P*(*I*), measured at the same positions as indicated in (C). The evolution from linear to sublinear behavior correlates with the appearance of the exciton line at 690 nm in the optical spectra presented in (D). Every *P*(*I*) measurement in the series is incrementally offset by multiples of 8 kcts/s for clarity. The dashed lines correspond to fits using the model described in the text. For details, see the Supplementary Materials.](aap8349-F3){#F3}

The different dynamics of the two emission mechanisms present in C~60~ films permit control over light emission simply by varying the injected current. Optical spectra measured at increasingly higher tunneling currents, *I* \> 1 nA, exhibit a gradual reduction of the intensity of the sharp line in the spectra. In [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we present a typical measurement of bimodal luminescence on an EC. The relative intensity of the excitonic line at 690 nm decreases when the current is increased and even becomes unobservable for *I* = 7.8 nA. These spectral changes are reproducible and fully reversible with current, ruling out possible tip artifacts or surface modifications (see the Supplementary Materials). In [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we present a *P*(*I*) function for currents up to 9 nA. The *P*(*I*) curve exhibits three regimes: (i) For low currents, a strong increase in the intensity is observed with the characteristic sublinear behavior; (ii) at a current around 1 nA, the curve has a local maximum and a region of negative slope appears; (iii) around 4 nA, the curve has a local minimum, and a moderate increase in the intensity is observed up to the maximum current applied (red region in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Control of the bimodal electroluminescence by charge injection dynamics.\
(**A**) Schematic of the experiment presented in (B) and (C). The STM tip approaches the EC perpendicular to the surface at constant bias voltage, thus increasing the tunnel current, *I*. (**B**) Optical spectra at a fixed surface position and *U* = −3 V for the indicated currents. The accumulation time of each spectrum, *T*, was chosen such that the total injected charge *T*·*I* = 0.05 μC is constant. (**C**) *P*(*I*) measurement extended to high currents with three regimes \[(i) to (iii)\] discussed in the text.](aap8349-F4){#F4}

DISCUSSION
==========

To model the experiment in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we introduce a plasmonic BKG luminescence component that is linear in the current$$\mathit{P}_{\text{pl}}(\mathit{I}) = \frac{\gamma\mathit{I}}{\mathit{e}}$$with γ being the experimentally observed plasmon quantum yield. The measured luminescence *P*(*I*) is then the sum of the excitonic and plasmonic contributions$$\mathit{P}(\mathit{I}) = \mathit{P}_{\text{ex}}(\mathit{I}) + \mathit{P}_{\text{pl}}(\mathit{I})$$Fitting the data with this extended model (orange curve in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) excellently captures the rather complex behavior observed in the experiment. The fit provides the following parameters: a 9% trapping probability (α ≈ 0.09), a 50% charge annihilation probability (β ≈ 0.5), and a plasmon yield of γ ≈ 1.3 × 10^−7^ detected photons per electron. The excitonic (yellow) and plasmonic (red) components of the total emission are separately plotted in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The excitonic component dominates for small injection rates and peaks at τ~tunnel~ ≈ τ~X~. The plasmonic component linearly increases with current and dominates for *I* \> 4.5 nA; at these high currents, the long-lived excitons annihilate with current charges before radiative recombination can occur. The competition between exciton annihilation and plasmon excitation is also reflected in the photon maps measured at high injection rates. [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows a three-dimensional plot displaying the spatial distribution of the total intensity for increasing currents. At low currents, an EC and a region with BKG luminescence are well distinguished by their distinct brightness (top of the plot). With increasing current, the plasmonic and the excitonic intensities become comparable. When the time between injected charges becomes much shorter than the exciton lifetime, the BKG luminescence outshines the EC emission (bottom of the plot).

![Spatial distribution and dynamic control of plasmon and exciton emission.\
Photon maps (13.7 nm × 9.3 nm, *U* = −3 V) of a flat C~60~ terrace on Au(111) containing an EC and a region with BKG luminescence. The constant current maps are stacked as layers on top of each other in a three-dimensional presentation. The current and the corresponding average time between charges are indicated for every layer (scales on the left and right sides, respectively). At injection rates faster than 100 ps, the plasmonic and the excitonic intensities become comparable, and the EC cannot be distinguished from the BKG. All photon maps share the same color scale ranging from 0 to 10 kcts/s.](aap8349-F5){#F5}

We want to stress four points. First, the excitonic component of the bimodal emission does not simply saturate with increasing excitation (that is, charge injection) but rather exhibits a maximum that can be used to obtain an estimate of the exciton lifetime (τ~X~). The quenching mechanism of excitons by current injection thus enables practical experimental access to the exciton lifetime without requiring advanced, time-resolved detection schemes. Second, the regime of negative slope of *P*~ex~(*I*), where less light is detected for higher current, may be applicable to realize a NOT-gate coupling between an electric input and a photonic output in future photonic circuitry. Third, we note that a shift of intensity between the two emission channels may not only be due to the different dynamics, as we show here, but also be obtained by tip-induced band bending under appropriate conditions. The latter can contribute to a reduction of the HOMO LDOS and an increase of the LUMO LDOS when the STM tip approaches the film at constant negative bias voltage. For the presented data, however, this mechanism is not dominant. Finally, we implicitly assumed throughout our study that exciton and plasmon emission are basically independent processes. However, because charges pass through the same spatially sharp tunnel junction, one may speculate that close to an EC, both light channels may be time-correlated. We envision future experiments to investigate this point.

In conclusion, we have performed a rigorous nanoscale optoelectronic analysis of the luminescence pathways in C~60~ films. We show by different approaches how the excitonic and plasmonic components can be characterized, separated, and tuned. We described the smooth transition between both regimes and the current dependence by a model that permits the estimation of exciton lifetimes from *P*(*I*) curves. Bipolar charge injection on ECs permits us to obtain a quantum system with adjustable electroluminescence properties. The resulting bimodal exciton-plasmon emission may represent a new type of nonclassical light source with mixed properties and open new routes in the field of nanophotonics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sample fabrication
------------------

The C~60~ films were grown on single-crystal metal substrates by molecular evaporation from a Knudsen cell kept at 850 K. The Ag(111) and Au(111) surfaces were previously cleaned in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) (\<10^−11^ mbar) by repeated cycles of Ar^+^ sputtering and annealing. The samples were prepared at room temperature and later transferred in situ into the low-temperature STM.

Scanning tunneling microscope
-----------------------------

All experiments were performed in a home-built STM operating at 4.2 K with optical access to the tip from three directions ([@R30]). Light originating from the tunnel junction was collimated on each side by a lens and guided by mirrors and windows along separate pathways to detectors outside the UHV chamber. All detectors operated under ambient conditions. The spectrometer used was an Acton SP 300i with a 150 line/mm blazed (500 nm) grating coupled to a Peltier-cooled intensified charge-coupled device camera. Two single-photon counting avalanche photodiodes (PerkinElmer single-photon counting module, SPCM-AQRH 14) were used to detect the spectrally integrated light intensity. The dark count rate of the detectors was \<100 counts/s. Differential conductance (d*I*/d*U*) maps were recorded via standard lock-in technique by modulating the bias voltage (5 mV, 777 Hz). All indicated bias voltages refer to the substrate with respect to the grounded STM tip.
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